
Selwyn Retirement Village at 

Auckland’s Point Chevalier will 

be hosting an unusual resident this 

summer. Provisionally his name is 

Charlie, but that’s likely to be 

changed by the other residents, 

who will also get to determine 

his age and gender.

Robots  
Respite

Charlie is a 1.2-metre robot made by the Yujin Robot Company 

of South Korea. He’s a central player in a long-term project 

between the robotics department at the University of Auckland 

and a South Korean government-funded research facility, 

Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI), 

to produce robots to care for the elderly.

The Korean government will provide $3.7 million for the 

project, while New Zealand’s Foundation for Research, Science 

and Technology has pledged $1.8 million over three years.

Dr Bruce MacDonald, principal New Zealand investigator 

and Director of the Robotics Laboratory at the University of 

Auckland, says that the project is driven by the needs expressed 

by the residents, family and staff.

“People need to see the value of a new technology,” he says; 

however “they don’t want to lose human contact. But with the 

older population growing so rapidly there’s a problem fi nding 

more staff.”

Charlie will occupy a two-bedroom house at the village, where 

residents can interact with him while psychologists study the 
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telling robots and children, Dr MacDonald 

says, “We can teach a robot to tell jokes, 

sing songs, and there could be an online 

talking book service. There are a lot of 

possibilities.”

Eventually, having these robots 

connected to an online network will 

keep costs low, with monitoring and 

maintenance done through a web-based 

server. This network element is one of the 

reasons for collaborating with ETRI. 

Dr Yun Koo Chung, an ETRI Director, 

explains that their research utilises Korea’s 

excellent broadband network; combining 

robotics and information technology (IT), 

they can provide a range of robots and 

services on a single network, making 

robots for a few thousand (US) dollars, 

where in the past they were very expensive 

– “more than US$100,000,” he says.

As a world leader in IT, particularly cell 

phones and wireless technology, ETRI is 

credited with generating vast wealth for 

the Korean economy. It has developed an 

“open robot software platform,” which 

will be available to all Korean companies, 

allowing even small companies to 

develop robots as a foundation for their 

own products and services.

In partnership with robot manufacturer 

Yujin, ETRI is trialling a domestic robot in 

850 randomly selected family apartments 

throughout Korea. These robots perform 

relatively modest household security 

tasks and provide some IT services.

Rebecca Stafford (PhD student in health psychology); Dr Bruce MacDonald (Senior Lecturer in electrical and computer engineering) and Dr Elizabeth 
Broadbent (Senior Lecturer in health psychology) with Charlie.

resulting social dynamics. The outcomes 

will dictate the next step in the project. 

While the research is being conducted in 

an institution, the robots will eventually be 

designed for use in domestic households.

Over six months of focus groups at the 

village, people were invited to tell the 

researchers what kind of help they were 

looking for. Four key concerns emerged: 

monitoring vital signs (pulse, blood 

pressure), locating residents who tend 

to wander, reminders for medication, 

and detecting falls. Some staff expressed 

misgivings that the robot might threaten 

their work, but Dr MacDonald says the 

idea is rather for the robots to do “the 

menial tasks so there’s time for more 

personal interaction”.

Initially the robot will work off a touch-

screen, but eventually they want them to 

be voice activated – a notoriously diffi cult 

fi eld in robotics, Dr MacDonald says.

Mental stimulation will be an important 

role: Charlie can encourage the elderly 

to play games, and help them to phone 

relatives. Citing successes with story-
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While the potential market is huge, Dr 

Chung acknowledges that big problems 

in robot-human interaction remain to be 

solved. Citing the example of the heavily 

automated Korean car industry, Dr 

Chung says that while they improved the 

quality and cost-effi ciency of the process, 

the robots did not allow companies to 

cut staff; rather they were assigned to 

different tasks.

Despite the vast amount of research, 

Dr Chung thinks that it will probably be 

more than fi ve years before fully voice-

activated robots for the care of the 

elderly will be on the market. If it’s any 

consolation, it is easier to teach robots 

English than it is Korean, he says.

New Zealand gives the Koreans a 

suitable venue for testing and developing 

their robots for the Western market, 

which, from their sizable manufacturing 

base, they’re poised to exploit over 

the next fi ve to 10 years. The robots 

will be programmed to speak English 

appropriately for the niche market they’re 

designed for.

President of Yujin Robot, Dr Kyung Chul 

Shin, says the market for robots is large 

anywhere there is hazardous material, 

and already 1.5 million fl oor-cleaning 

robots are sold annually. Comparing the 

robotics industry to the PC industry 30 

years ago, he thinks it is on the brink of 

enormous expansion. 

He concedes, however, that despite 

a lot of research and development, 

the growth in the market for robots is 

currently very slow. However, Yujin is 

developing applications as part of the 

social system – for example, for use in 

kindergartens, where they are used for 

telling stories, dancing and thematic 

learning. The children treat the robot as 

their friend.

Rather than feeling threatened by the 

robot, the teachers can use it to help 

prepare material, allowing them to use 

their time more effectively, Dr Shin says.

“The Korean Government is keen to 

spread them to all kindergartens.” 

Yujin has good brain-training 

software, utilising quizzes and memory 

games, which can be extended with 

the development of identifi cation cards 

so that the robot can give responses 

customised to the individual. 

But it is communication with health 

services that remains the most important 

role for the elderly-care robots, according 

to Dr Shin.

Helping elderly people to hook into 

telecommunication networks should 

increase their social interaction. In 

conjunction with a sensor network, 

the robots could also check the house 

for safety and security, ensuring, for 

example, that the gas was turned off. 

These services will work best in houses 

designed with robot services in mind, 

says Dr Shin. At this stage, Yujin has no 

plans to produce robots for providing 

physical assistance, for reasons of cost 

and safety concerns.

So the inhabitants of Selwyn Village 

will be playing their part in helping 

the robotics world wrestle with the 

fi endishly complex issue of human-robot 

interaction.

Dr MacDonald says they’ll start out 

teaching their robot only a few words 

pertaining to simple instructions. 

Language refl ecting the subtleties of 

character and culture is a long way down 

the track. Meanwhile, the robot has to 

learn to fi lter out noise and focus on its 

instructions.

A frequent visitor to Korea, Dr 

MacDonald is impressed that the 

advanced degree of automation never 

seems to come at the cost of loss of 

human contact. 

“Even on the subway where you buy 

your ticket through a machine, there’s 

always someone on hand to help you out 

if you get stuck.”  

WRITER Nigel Costley

Dr Chandimal Jayawardena and Dr Bruce MacDonald watch Charlie at work at Selwyn 
Retirement Village.
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